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Abstract — We scrutinize the movie views from the Netflix website and find that there exist four particular temporal patterns. In 
particular some movies have multiple periods of view creation and destruction. Based on these observations we suggest that there 
exist stationary states in the human complex behavior. A model based on Markovian process is proposed to describe the dynamics 
of the movie watching for individual films. The model can reproduce of the peak structure of the real watching curves for a class of 
films which suggests that concepts of state and transitions in physics can be applied to understand the human complex behavior. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the fast increasing popularity of Internet and the 
explosive growth of electronic business, the network has 
become an interactive means for highly dense human 
behavior. This trend stimulated the study of the evolution 
and mechanisms of dynamics of human behavior in terms of 
the complex network with methods originally used in 
mathematics and physics [1, 2, 3].  

However, most of the works were devoted to the 
statistics and extensive study of the time evolution for the 
human complex behavior only appeared pretty recently. The 
change of the interest for an online resource (reflected by the 
clicks, downloads, views and replies etc.) over time, 
especially its rise and decay, is of particularly importance to 
study the dynamics of the human group behavior. The online 
content is one of the main sources for the study of the human 
complex behaviors. Gonçalves and Ramasco investigated the 
web visit for a medium-sized domain and the found that the 
decay of interest for the contents of web logs is one of the 
essential ingredients to understand web navigation of users 
[4]. At the same time they revealed that there exist particular 
temporal patterns for the web views. Crane and Sornette 
examined the daily views for videos on YouTube and also 
found that particular patterns, namely four categories 
combining the properties of endogenous/ exogenous and 
critical/subcritical, appear in the online videos views [5].  

Now the citation of scientific papers are also studied as a 
kind of network thanks to more powerful computer storage 
and easy accessing of the citation information in the 
electronic format. The re-rise of the interests in the study of 
the citation history of individual scientific papers [6] can 
present more detailed analysis of the temporal patterns [7]. 
Interestingly, there exist two patterns named as delayed 
recognition and “sleeping beauty” in science. In the delayed 
recognition case, the paper first kept almost un-noticed (with 
very few citations every year) for a long period of time, then 
gradually drew attentions by receiving more and more 

citation and finally ran into a faded period of its life cycle 
with decaying citation. The sleeping beauty will be suddenly 
recognized (with a burst of citations) after a long unnoticed 
period since its publish [8]. Wang et al. proposed a 
mechanistic model for the citation dynamics of individual 
scientific papers to predict each papers citation history and 
long-term impact [9]. They observed universal temporal 
patterns which may help to reveal basic mechanisms that 
govern scientific impact.  

Normally the online contains display rich temporal 
patterns [10], the time scale may varies from hours [11] to 
days [5], and even years [8]. For a given set of data a 
rigorous approach to obtain the temporal pattern is to employ 
the time series clustering techniques [12], such as the K-
mean method [13] and its K-Spectral Centroid extension [14]. 
Based on their own developed K-Spectral Centroid method 
Yang and Leskovec identified a series of common temporal 
patterns from real world online data [13]. The key issue 
behind the patterns is the growing up and fading down of the 
interest in the content. Guo analyzed the statistics of online 
blog comments, and proposed a human behavior dynamics 
model for gradually disappearing interest [15]. Guo’s model 
describes the decline of human interest from the narrow 
perspective of blog comments, and the recession process 
only applies to human activities where the degree of interest 
decreases monotonically.  

Netflix, Inc. (hereafter referred to as Netflix), one of the 
world’s top 10 video websites, released the database about 
the movies-on-demand (MOD) service, which soon became 
an interesting resource for the study of human complex 
behavior  [16]. Zhou investigated user demands from this 
open database and revealed the existence of the power-law 
characteristics of the distribution of the time interval between 
two successive movie watches and found that the 
relationship between the exponent and the average level of 
activity was monotonic [17]. Zhou did not propose any 
model for the time evolution of user online behaviors and his 
study was mainly an empirical investigation. Also based on 
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this database, Bellante et al. examined the suitability for 
caching studies [18]. They suggested that simple caching 
replacement approaches are close to optimum given the 
growing skewness in the popularity distribution over the time 
despite the fact that the cache hit ratio decreases due to the 
growth of active movies in the catalog.  

In this study we will scrutinize the temporal patterns of 
the movie views of individual films from Netflix [16] and 
propose a model to reveal the mechanics behind. We will 
reveal that there exist stationary states in human complex 
behavior. Since the view behavior for a particular movie is 
driven by the individual user decision about the movie view, 
one is possible to simulate the movie watching curves if the 
time evolution of the user decision to watch a movie is 
modeled. 

 

 

Figure 1. The distribution of the views compared to the Zipf’s law fitting 
with slope -1.81. 

II. DATA DESCRIPTION 

The movie view data used in this work were in principle 
the submitted ratings for the movies from the users. We are 
also aware that anomalies may happen due to this treatment, 
just as recognized by Bellante and co-workers [18].  

The movie watching through the Netflix is a typical open 
system dynamics. On one hand, new users continue to 
register in the website. The change in the number of users 
N(t) shows an approximate exponential growth as 

)exp(6813)( tKtN n with 3109.3 nK being the 

rate of the new user registration. Here the unit time is set to 2 
days and unit of rate is its inverse unless otherwise 
mentioned. On the other hand, new movies are gradually 
added to the service system. Fig. 1 shows the statistics of the 
hits for individual movies b in the unit time interval. The 
frequency of 0 hit rate is the highest, and larger hit rate 
assumes lower frequency. This curve fits a Zipf’s law

)(/)1()(  bbP (ζ is the Rieman ζ function here) 

with the exponential constant 81.1 very well in a 
wide range. Zhou et al. also reported the power-law 
distribution for the time intervals between two successive 
movie hits using the same database [19]. Please note that the 
power-law pattern is pretty common in empirical data [20] 
and it was reported over and over again by other researchers 
for various kind of data [21, 2 , 22 , 23].  

In the following, we will analyze the evolution of the 
views for the 17,770 movies. Through the analysis we have 

found that there exist four clear patterns for the movie 
demands, as presented in Fig. 2. In the first pattern, the views 
remain extremely low and keep fluctuating during the whole 
period of the movie, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The mean value 
of the non-zero views for this kind of movies is less than or 
equal to 5 times for this pattern. Although the number of 
movies with this pattern, amounting 70.17% of all chosen 
movies, is large, the total amount of views for these movies 
only account for 11.3% of all movie views. This phenomena 
was called exogenous subcritical states in Ref. [5]. 

The second pattern is depicted in Fig. 2(b), whose view 
first oscillates at a low level over a long time, then increases 
notably and remains at the relatively high level with 
fluctuation. Movies of this second type account for about 
1.17% of all movies.  

The third pattern is closed to the endogeneous-critical 
state in Ref. [5] or the “delayed recognition” in the scientific 
paper citation [7], that is, the view record of the movie shows 
notable peaks persisting for a relative long time and the 
whole curve changes pretty smoothly except some spikes. 
This type of movies account for 7.88% of all movies. Fig. 
2(c) plots the view evolution for the U.S. comedy 
“Happiness” (No. 424 in the Netflix dataset).  

The last pattern shows sudden rises after a long-lasting 
low views as depicted in Fig. 2(d)-(f). This type of movie 
accounts for 20.78% of all movies. Plotted here are US films 
(d) “Ocean’s Twelve” (No. 10358), (e) “Saw” (No. 3713), 
and (f) “Daredevil” (No. 3254). As before, the views were 
low at the times after the release. Compared to the third 
pattern, the views for the films with this pattern were 
suddenly awaken after a sleep period as driven by a strong 
external force. The characteristics of the curve in panel (d) 
exactly matches with that of “sleeping beauties” in science 
[8,6] and Endogenous in the YouTube view [5]. The panel (e) 
depicts a clear secondary peak after the primary kick-off and 
panel (f) presents a clear under-damped oscillation if the 
noise fluctuations are smeared out. We will stress that the 
decay patterns in panels (d), (e) and (f) with or without 
oscillation normally imply that there exist stationary states 
and the decay is the reflection of the relaxation from one 
state to another more stable state.  
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Figure 2. Four typical movie watching curves. The horizontal axis 
represents time elapsed with respect to the first view, and the vertical axis 

is views within two days. The red lines in panel (c)-(f) are for the 
simulations with the model Eq. (1). Check the text for the parameters 

regarding these movies.  

The existence of stationary states is worth more detailed 
investigating. Fig. 3 presents two more movie views. Panel 
(a) plots a record with the fourth pattern, the American film 
“Rambo: First Blood” (No. 16532). The interesting feature of 
this curve is that the periods with high interests are 
interrupted by periods with very low interests. This pattern 
suggests the system is jumping between two stationary states.  

Fig. 3(b) is the data for the film “Rat Race” (No. 4260). 
This curve falls into the third pattern regardless the small 
jumps compared to the first major peak. It displays six major 
peaks, after 10, 18.7, 28.4, 36.4, 42.7 and 51 months since 

the first view, respectively. The separations between two 
nearest peaks are roughly the same, of 8 months with an 
error about 20%. Further the heights of the peaks are also 
about same. Thus the curve, again, is similar to a 
phenomenon in the physics where the population of a system 
is oscillating between two stationary states. 

 

 

Figure 3. Typical movie watching curves displaying damped  
oscillation (a) and jumps (b). 

III. SIMULATING THE DYNAMICS OF HUMAN 

BEHAVIOR 

 

Figure 4. Model of the view for an individual film. The horizontal lines 
stand for the states and the arrows refer to the direction of the transition 

from one state to another. 

The observations in the previous section suggest that 
there are two exclusive and complementary states for a user 
regarding to the view for a given movie, to watch the given 
movie (state a) or not watch it (state b) at a given time. To 
order to model the movie view, some assumptions have to be 
adopted:  

(1) The registered users are rational, and will know about 
a movie before deciding whether to watch it or not. So it is 
reasonable to assume that a user will do a research to check 
whether a movie is interesting for him/her (auxiliary state c) 
or not (auxiliary state d) before he/she makes the decision. 
Due to the highly open nature of the online movie view, 
these two auxiliary quantities have to be introduced to 
maintain an asymptotic stationary solution for a linear model 
with constant multiplicative coefficients except the external 
force. This model can be summarized in Fig. 4. A user which 
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dislikes the movie at a given time will not watch this movie 
at that time. However, the user may change the idea after 
he/she know more about the movie. The conversion between 
the liking and disliking groups in the procedure of the 
investigation before the decision making is the root of the 
oscillation in movie watching patterns.  

(2) Online MOD is a relatively independent complex 
network and the most important impact for a user to decide 
to watch a movie or not is the feedback of the rating and 
comments posted by the people which have already watched 
this movie.  

(3) Of course, there exist influences from the world 
outside the website. The most significant effect is the 
increase of the website users. Also some users may watch the 
same movies from other resources and they will exchange 
information through Netflix, which may affect the decisions 
of other users. Further, users may reads news, advertisements, 
comments, reviews and any other information for a movie 
from other websites, TV, magazines or news papers. The 
existence of the sleeping-beauty alike movies is a strong 
evidence of the presence of external factors. This is to say, 
the MOD service is a highly open system from the point of 
view of physics. Thus a steady state description is not 
applicable, as pointed out by Bellante et al [18]. The impact 
of external affairs on online movie watching could not be 
exactly taken into account due to the absence of reliable data 
on either the kind or the degree of influences. Alternatively, 
these effects is assumed to be incorporated as a driving force, 
i.e., a smooth function of time, into the model.  

(4) Even with the above considerations, the model is still 
incomplete and there will have hidden parameters. As a 
direct consequence, the movie watching curves bear 
stochasticity shown in Fig. 2. We assume that the 
stochasticity only leads to small fluctuations and does not 
change the global tendency as well as the patterns as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. In another words, the deterministic 
model ignoring the stochasticity can capture the main 
dynamics of the movie watching.  

(5) Users in general do not watch the same movie via 
Netflix twice. In this research, this rule is fulfilled in a 
weaker sense. Namely, once there is a user to decide to 
watch a movie, the total population is abstracted by one 
starting from the next time step. We are also aware of the 
fact that the same account may make multiple demands for 
the given movie in the real world due to the presence of 
shared user accounts, movie researchers and movie buffs. 
However, as mentioned previously, the number of shared 
accounts is minor and such situations are not taken into 
consideration in the model.  

(6) We assume that the change of the movie views only 
depends on the current status, i.e., the value of the user 
population, the view, and accumulated view. This is called 
Markovian approximation in physics [24].  

Accordingly, we propose the following set of first-order 
linear differential equations to model the movie watching 
process for an individual movie. 
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Here )(tb for the number of users who decide to watch 
the movie at time t. The dynamics of a follows from the 
conservation of the users, i.e., btNa  )( .   is the 
population relaxation rate for the users who have watched 
the movie. This effect happens because a portion of the users 
who have watched the movie post negative comments and 
submit unfavorable rating for the movie, which will affect 
the decision making for other users in the near future. δ is the 
rate for the users in group c to decide to watch the movie 
without the external influence. Because there exists 
information exchange via the Netflix platform, the final 
decision of the user in group c is significantly affected by the 
people who hold the opposite opinion. Consequently, dc 
appears in pair in the first identity in Eq. (1) due to the 
competition. γ is the rate for the movie to be forgotten by the 
users who have watched it or have conducted a research 
about it. And ω can be understood as the effort for a user to 
watch the movie, including that consumed in the research for 
the movie. p(t) is the driving force characterizing the effects 
of the external factors, which is assumed to be Gaussian in 
this study, namely 

2 2
0( ) 4log 2 / ( )exp( 4log 2( ) / )p t t t      ,  

with   being the overall magnitude, t0 the central time, 
and τ the full width at half height of the stimulation. In Eq. 
(1), 

       Npedtq
t t 
0

)(  

can be understood as the number of users who are under 
the influence of the external force.  


t

tbdvtv
0

)()0()(   

is the total number of people who have watched this 
movie. Since normally a user will not watch the same movie 
twice, v(t) is subtracted from the total population in the 
dynamics.  

It is straightforward to justify that Eq. (1) has a stable 
asymptotic solution ,0)( b  ,0)( c  and ,0)( d
since q(t) and p(t) approach zero when t →  . This 
asymptotic solution is consistent with the gradually 
disappearing interests found by Gonçalves and Ramasco [4].  

Here we analyze only those movies with large overall 
views, whose view curve depicts clear peaks and fall into the 
third or fourth pattern. The first example is for the film 
“Happiness” shown in Fig. 2c. The fitted parameters are κ = 
1.2 10−2, δ = 5.0 10−5, γ = 4.5 10−2, ω = 6.0 10−2, t0 = 
8.5  102, τ = 2.5 102 and =3.2 10−2. The model can 
nicely reproduce the view trend, its peak and the decay after 
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the peak. The fitted positive parameter δ indicates a positive 
feedback for users get to know the movie.  

Fig. 2d presents the simulation for the second example, 
the movie “Ocean’s Twelve” with a much faster population 
relaxation. As the direct consequence, the width of the 
external force was short, i.e., about 4. Such a short duration 
leads to two important consequences. Firstly, the external 
influence can be well treated as an instantaneous kick. 
Secondly, the model becomes insensitive to the choices of 
the parameters γ and ω. A reasonable set of parameters read 
κ = 2.8 10−2, δ = 0, γ = 1.2 10−1, ω = 2.2 10−1, t0 = 9.0
101 and  = 5.2 10−2. Here δ = 0 implies that the feedback 
effect during the prescreening is ignorable, which leads to a 
mono-exponential decay after the external influence ends.  

The film “Saw” given in Fig. 2e is chosen as the third 
example due to a clear secondary peak. We find that the 
model accurately predicts the position and height of the 
secondary peak but over-estimates its width. Nevertheless, it 
is acceptable since the effect of noise, which may change the 
dynamics quantitatively, is not taken into account. The 
parameters are κ = 1.2 10−2, δ = −5.0 10−4, γ = 5.0 10−3, 
ω = 3.6  10−2, t0 = 8.1  101, τ = 3.0 and  = 3.4 10−2. 
Note that a negative δ means a negative feedback, which 
implies that the number of users deciding to watch this 
movie anti-correlates with the people knowing the movie.  

The last example is the film “Daredevil” in Fig. 2f which 
show significant oscillation in the view decay period. It 
becomes possible only if there exists a strong feedback effect 
and if the memory time for this movie is long enough. 
Normally a strong feedback implies that there exists intense 
communications among the Netflix users. From the plot one 
finds that the model can well reproduce the magnitudes as 
well as the positions of the primary, secondary and tertiary 
peaks. The parameters are κ = 5.0 10−3, δ = −6.0 10−4, γ = 
8.0 10−3, ω = 4.0 10−2, t0 = 8.2 101, τ = 3.0 and  = 4.0
 10−2. 

IV. SUMMARIES 

We have found that movie view curves follow four 
particular patterns for the majority of the movies in the 
Netflix dataset. The temporal curves for movies with large 
amount of views is likely to display kicks and decay with or 
without oscillation. Specifically, some curves have multiply 
periods of high view rate interrupted by periods of low view 
rate. These observation urged us to suggest the existence of 
stationary states in human complex behavior. For any movie 
at a given time, the users who have not watched this movie 
yet take the two states: (a) the user does not decide to watch 
the movie and (b) the user decides to watch the movie. Based 
on some arguments we have assumed that the user won’t 
naively go to state (b) from (a) and knowledge about the 
movie has to be acquainted before making the decision. Thus 
there should have two more states c like and d dislike after 
obtaining the knowledge of the movie. Based on this analysis, 
we have constructed a model for the dynamics of movie 
watching for the individual movies by modifying the master 
equation for dissipative two-level systems.  

It is found that the model could reproduce the dormant 
period, the position and height of the view peaks very well. 

This suggests that the model captures the main features of 
the online view, which will be a strong sign for the existence 
of the stationary states. It is worth to stress that the purpose 
of the introducing of the model is to reveal the mechanics of 
the fade of the interest and the oscillation if the temporal 
pattern, not to predict the movie views instead. 
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